WELCOME //

The LGBTQ+ community at Cal welcomes you! Berkeley is an incredible place, but life will be even better if you know more about the diverse community that supports LGBTQ+ students.

So check out all the campus organizations, get to know more about your resources, and get ready to have an amazing year academically, socially, and personally!

Go bears!

RESOURCES //

Gender Equity Resource Center
geneq.berkeley.edu
GenEq is a professionally staffed resource center which focuses on four topic areas: LGBTQ+, women, sexual/relationship violence and hate crimes. Programs and services include events, internships, resources, advising, community space and more!

LGBTQ Services at the Tang Center
uhs.berkeley.edu/pride
Tang offers LGBTQ medical and counseling providers as well as LGBTQ-specific services, including free weekly LGBT counseling drop-ins, free monthly HIV testing, a Trans Care Team and trans health insurance benefits for transitioning, and more.

LGBT Minor
womensstudies.berkeley.edu/undergrad/lgbt
LGBT Studies works to establish sexuality as a crucial category of analysis in the humanities and social sciences.

LavenderCal’s OUT List
lavendercal.berkeley.edu/out-list
LavenderCal is an organization for LGBTIQ staff and faculty at UC Berkeley. The OutList lists over 200 out faculty and staff on campus!

Multicultural Community Center
mcc.berkeley.edu
A dynamic community center where you will find people studying, meeting, engaging in critical dialogue and taking part in vibrant student programs.

Queer Alliance & Resource Center
queer.berkeley.edu/orgs/qarc
QARC works to maintain a safe space for all Cal students and provide resources to the student groups who use the space. We provide fun and educational events, and convene a board representative of all LGBTQ undergraduate student orgs.

Queer & Trans Advocacy Project
ga.berkeley.edu/project/qtap/
QTAP seeks to improve the lives and experiences of queer and transgender graduate students at UC Berkeley.

QUEER and/or TRANS AT BERKELEY

A RESOURCE GUIDE FOR LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, TRANSGENDER & QUEER+ (LGBTQ+) STUDENTS

INVolvEMENT & RESOURCES:
geneq.berkeley.edu/lgbt

facebook.com/QueerAtBerkeley
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>QUEER and/or TRANS CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Biyuti**  
email: pass.gsac@gmail.com  
A safe space for those who identify as queer and Pilipin@.  
It offers closed meetings and open discussions. Part of the Pilipino Academic Student Services. |
| **Cal Student Athlete Gay-Straight Alliance (Cal SAGSA)**  
facebook.com/calathlete.gaystraightalliance  
Aims to fight the stigma of being LGBT in NCAA Athletics through community outreach, education, and awareness. It also provides support for LGBTQ NCAA athletes.  
**Cal Queer and Asian (Cal Q&A)**  
calqanda.tumblr.com  
A student organization dedicated to the community for the intersectionality of the Queer and Asian identities.  
**Chancellor’s Advisory Committee on the LGBTQ Communities at Cal**  
cacGBT.berkeley.edu  
Comprised of representatives from all constituencies (e.g. undergraduate students), CAC-LGBTQ advises the Chancellor on issues affecting LGBTQ communities at Cal.  
**Gamma Rho Lambda (GRL)**  
grlberkeley.wordpress.com  
Gamma Rho Lambda is an all-inclusive women’s social sorority exemplifying tolerance, diversity, unity, and trust.  
**IGenSpectrum**  
gs@ocf.berkeley.edu  
Based in the Department of Physics, The group’s mission is to increase the visibility and acceptance of LGBT+ members of the academic community.  
**Non-Binary Alliance**  
On FB: “Non-Binary Alliance”  
Student group for people outside of the gender binary!  
**Oscar Wilde: LGBTQ Themed Co-op**  
bsc.coop/index.php/housing/housing-options/houses/oscar-wilde-hall  
The first LGBTQ themed co-op in the U.S. is proud to offer a safe space for the queer community to live in or be part of!  
**oSTEM:** Out in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics  
facebook.com/groups/berkeley.oSTEM/  
Units LGBTQ students in the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics to foster a strong professional and social network and promote awareness.  
**Out for Business at Berkeley (04B)**  
facebook.com/Out4Business  
LGBT undergraduates interested in business, consulting, banking, marketing, management, and similar industries.  
**OUTLAW at Berkeley**  
https://www.facebook.com/OUTLAWatBerkeley  
Provides educational support, professional development, mentoring, and networking for queer or ally undergraduates.  
**Plurality: Bi, Pan, Omni, + and Ally Group**  
On FB: Plurality at Cal  
California’s first and only public school Plurisexual (someone who is sexually/romantically interested in more than one sex/gender) and Ally group.  
**Q-Jew**  
berkeleyhillel.org/get-involved/student-life-2/  
Berkeley Hillel’s initiative to enhance the presence of LGBTQ Jews at Cal and in the Berkeley community.  
**Queer Grads**  
facebook.com/groups/2201004277  
Provides queer graduate students with community, information, an arena for activism, discussion, and connections with discipline-specific LGBTQ organizations.  
**Queer Straight Alliance (QSA)**  
qsaberkeley.tumblr.com  
Provides a safe and inclusive environment at UC Berkeley, to educate and raise public awareness about diverse issues surrounding the LGBTQQA communities.  
**Quer & Trans Intersectional Political Students (QTIPS)**  
On FB: “Queer and Trans Intersectional Political Students”  
Engages LGBTQIA+ students and allies in political processes through lobbying, campaigning, mentorship, and activism.  
**Quer & Trans People of Color Collective**  
meli1331@berkeley.edu & jonathan.narez@berkeley.edu  
A space for self-identified Queer and/or Trans people of color to build a loving & healing community collectively.  
**Queer & Trans People of Color Conference - Spring 2016 @ UCB**  
meli1331@berkeley.edu & jonathan.narez@berkeley.edu  
We hope to create a space where queer communities of color and their allies are able to share knowledge, engage in critical dialogue, and celebrate our lived experiences.  
**Queer Womxn @ UC Berkeley**  
Looking for new leadership! Contact mboyce@berkeley.edu  
QWAB is a safe space for those who have ever, currently do, or ever will identify as Queer womyn.  
**Sigma Epsilon Omega (SEO)**  
sigmaepsilonomega.com  
Berkeley’s only Gay Fraternity. It provides male students a unique opportunity to be included in a safe space focused around respect and acceptance.  
**T-Cal:** A Transgender & Gender Non-Conforming Space  
email: tcalatberkeley@gmail.com  
For students, staff and faculty who may identify across the transgender spectrum at UCB.  
**UNITY House**  
themeprograms.berkeley.edu/unity.html  
A living-learning community in the ResHalls for LGBTQ identified students and their allies. Includes an academic seminar, residential curriculum, and resource center.  
**YLEAD**  
facebook.com/ylead.atucberkeley  
A camp for queer and ally youth in 9th-11th grade, or in that age range held at UC Berkeley. Help plan or staff it!  
**Young Queers United for Empowerment (YQUE)**  
yque_atucb@yahoo.com  
Creates a safe space where issues faced by queer people of color can be discussed, and builds community based on principles of collaboration, respect, and participation.  
**Zawadi:** Black LGBT Community At Cal  
facebook.com/groups/ucbzawadi/  
A social, academic and political networking organization for LGBT students, alumni, faculty, staff and post-docs of African Ancestry at UC Berkeley.  
- Looking for something else? Talk to Marisa (mboyce@berkeley.edu) about inactive orgs, or starting your own!  
- Check Out LGBTQ-inclusive Orgs Like: Phi Nu Xi, BNOW, FemSex, and many more!  
- Check Out Support Groups at Tang: Change semester to semester. |